Cheap Hotel Markham
Cheap Hotel Markham - Art hotels are normally driven with the desire to offer a creative interior displaying aesthetics and exhibits.
Normally, these specialty hotels include art galleries of photographs, drawings or paintings from a particular style, artist or period.
Art hotels are often somewhat a bit smaller than traditional hotels. It is advised that guests reserve rooms in advance, especially
around major event dates and holidays in order to avoid disappointment.
Some art hotels are designed around a particular theme whereas others may have each and every particular room decorated a
certain way or have a theme inspiration for each floor. These fun hotels are generally found within larger cities which have heavy
artistic communities. Normally art hotels provide more costly rates than 1 to 3 star hotels or chain hotels.
These unique hotels offer a visual appeal which is not achieved at a standard hotel. The majority of art hotels provide the standard
services and amenities of the traditional hotels. These hotels accommodate a creative audience in general or to a clientele
appreciative of art culture.
Art hotels are normally key hot spots within their area for culture. The guests could enjoy various theatrical tradition, local art and
local music. It is common to transform the lobbies or any common areas into mini art galleries. Often, these areas include a comfy
atmosphere with furniture and great color schemes featuring various paintings or artwork. Having live jazz or blues music within
the bar or lounge or bar often adds the final touch to a refreshing and relaxing stay at an art hotel.
One popular method for decor is to offer themed rooms from a particular style or artist. This feature is fairly common in an art
hotel. Art hotels are common all around Europe, however, they are found worldwide. One of the well-known art hotels is located in
the city of Berlin, Germany and is dedicated to Andy Warhol, a pop art icon. This particular art hotel provides a permanent
exhibition. This hotel consists of 91 rooms decorated with original art work from the artist. There are a total of 218 signed prints on
the premises which portray a comprehensive summary of Andy Warhol's career.
Some art hotels feature traveling exhibitions for a certain period of time and showcase traditional art shows. Normally, these
exhibitions take place within a common area, exhibit halls or within the hotel lobby. Hotel tours are offered to potential guests and
individuals staying at the hotel. Meeting rooms are also provided to serve this purpose when they are leased for displays.
Restaurants are almost always an amenity offered by art hotels. These eateries would usually feature dining ambiance which are
art-inspired that could cater to a particular theme of the hotel. Several hotels may also have more than one restaurant on site,
while smaller establishments may only provide a bar. In some establishments, room service may be another alternative.

